AppNeta: Application Performance Monitoring for All
AppNeta provides performance monitoring solutions for all applications - applications you
develop internally, business-critical SaaS applications you use and the networks that deliver
them. AppNeta’s SaaS-based solutions give Development, DevOps and IT Operations teams
essential performance data to see across their web, mobile and cloud-delivered application
environments as well as pinpoint tough performance bottlenecks.
With application performance insight, you have all of the performance data you need to assure
continual and exceptional delivery of business-critical applications and end-user experience.
Application Performance Monitoring (APM) for DevOps
Scalable APM for complex distributed applications
With application performance monitoring for DevOps, you can monitor and optimize your applications
faster with an APM solution built for distributed environments. APM for DevOps provides granular
insights to any custom web application with an easy to deploy agent-based instrumentation that
provides a full suite of APM insights:
•

Server monitoring for deep code-level insight and host metrics

•

Real user monitoring (RUM) adds client-side data for browsers and location

•

Synthetic monitoring for periodic scripted workflows from global monitoring points

By focusing on end-user experience, the AppNeta solution allows customers to navigate from Apdex
scores to step-by-step transaction diagrams that attribute latency to every layer of your application’s
stack. Using APM for DevOps, organizations enjoy increased satisfaction by users of their applications,
along with faster resolution of application issues.
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Application Performance Monitoring (APM) for IT Ops
Eradicating IT war rooms, one org at a time
With application performance monitoring for IT Ops, you can find and resolve issues for businesscritical applications and the networks that deliver them. Focusing on end-user experience while
bridging the world of apps and networks, AppNeta’s APM for IT Ops solutions:
•

Identify and correlate application usage to bandwidth consumption

•

Synthetically monitor the end-user experience of any web application

•

Troubleshoot and pinpoint issues across the entire application network path

APM for IT Ops offers a single source of comprehensive performance data, saving time and
money while bringing all IT teams together - network, service, application and infrastructure.

ABOUT APPNETA

AppNeta is the only application performance monitoring (APM) company to provide solutions for all applications - applications you develop internally,
business-critical SaaS applications you use and the networks that deliver them. AppNeta’s SaaS-based solutions give Development, DevOps and IT
Operations teams essential performance data to see across their web, mobile and cloud-delivered application environments as well as pinpoint
tough performance bottlenecks. With AppNeta, customers have all of the performance data they need to assure continual and exceptional delivery of
business-critical applications and end-user experience. For more information, visit www.appneta.com.
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